
Chicago, 1924

Lucas “Lucky” Sullivan, one of Capone’s lieutenants, broke into the 
wrong warehouse and opened the wrong crate. Now possessed by 
Kutothankenum, an elder god from Egypt, Lucky had begun slaughtering 
people and leaving grotesque remains. J. Edgar Hoover has asked you to 
investigate the murders to find out what’s going on and stop it if you can.

A Savage Worlds Adventure of true crime and cosmic horror for 
Herald: Lovecraft & Tesla - The Tabletop Roleplaying Game.
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Herald: Lovecraft & Tesla

“A Fistful of Dholes” is a gangster-inspired Herald adventure that players can resolve in one or two 
sessions of play. Challenges include raw detective work, interrogation, insanity, car chases, deadly 
gangsters, and lethal combat with the cosmic horrors of the Mythos. GMs are advised to tailor the story 
to the PCs. If the group craves quick action, amp up the combat encounters; if they prefer dramatic 
storytelling and investigation, increase scene conflict with more NPC hostility or a few red herrings. Give 
the players what they want, respect their agency, and roll with it. Welcome to the Roaring Twenties of 
Herald: Lovecraft & Tesla!

Using this Adventure 
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A Fistful of Dholes
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Herald: Lovecraft & Tesla

Background: 
Chicago, January, 1924

For years, Chicago corruption has grown as 
networks of criminal families supply a steady flow 
of vice to the people in the wake of Prohibition. 
That’s about to change now that an upstart agent 
from the General Intelligence Division has been 
promoted to Director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, a Mr. John Edgar Hoover. Tasked 
with eliminating public and private corruption and 
the spread of prohibited sources of alcohol, Hoover 
keeps a close eye on Chicago. But Hoover has 
another task, a secret one that that more closely 
aligns to his scientific work with the GID: the 
prevention and containment of the Mythos in all 
its forms. Like you, he is a member of the Mythos 
Resistance.

As 1924’s New Year celebration approached, 
legendary strategist and “business man” Al Capone 
decided to aggravate his moonshining competitors, 
the Genna Brothers, by destroying a shipment of 
high-grade hooch intended to fetch a decent price 
for the holidays. Capone sent his most trusted 
lieutenant, Lucas “Lucky” Sullivan, known for his 
uncanny ability to escape the law, to destroy the 
shipment and send a message to the Genna Brothers.

The car was gassed, the guns loaded, and the 
axe sharpened. However, one of Lucky’s men read 
the address incorrectly. When they arrived at the 
Genna Brothers’ row of warehouses along the Lake 
Michigan waterfront, instead of busting up the 
liquor crates in Hall 6, Lucky smashed open a bound 

sarcophagus in Hall 9. This released the trapped 
spirit of Kutothankenum, an ancient Egyptian skin 
spinner who eats his prey’s organs and leaves a mark 
on the victim’s chest, a disc with eight outstretched 
arms (see illustration). 

If a victim’s corpse is left to decompose for 
more than 48 hours, a number of young Dhole 
Worms erupt from the carcass, eventually burrowing 
underground and reaching full size (200+ feet) over 
a few years.

Once his sarcophagus was smashed open, 
Kutothankenum realized his chance and leapt into 
Lucky Sullivan’s body, taking partial control of 
the gangster and attacking Capone’s men. Two 
were killed before the third, Vin Drucci, escaped 
into the darkness. He was picked up by police the 
next day after witnesses reported a priest babbling 
about murders at the docks. Drucci was almost 
immediately transferred to FBI HQ, still dressed 
in his priest’s costume, raving about “unspeakable 
things older than the stars”. 

The Genna Brothers, who had planned on selling 
the smuggled sarcophagus’ inlaid gemstones, sent 
workers to move the stolen artifact and found the 
dismembered remains of Lucky’s crew scattered 
around Hall 9. The terrified workers tried to flee the 
scene so quickly that they crashed, then abandoned, 
their automobile. This ruckus drew the attention of 
the police to the Genna Brothers’ warehouses. Now 
the FBI is involved.

Investigation, Part 1
Open the session rooted in the backgrounds of 

your PCs. If one is a jazz musician, begin with the 
group attending a performance at a speakeasy; if 
one is a scientist, begin with the group assisting an 
experiment at the lab, etc. Try to set the scene near 
Chicago using whatever excuse you need. However 
it opens, the characters will receive a call from J. 
Edgar Hoover, who says the following:

Listen. Are you there? It’s me. I’m on a secure 
line but I’m going to make this quick. Meet 
me at my office on Ogden Avenue. We’ve got 
a body, and I need your help. This is Hoover, 
damn it, get here quickly.
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A Fistful of Dholes

FBI Headquarters
When the PCs arrive at the Chicago FBI 

headquarters, they’re escorted to the lavish office 
of J. Edgar Hoover. Hoover will be paranoid that 
they’ve been followed but eventually informs them 
that the chewed-up remains of two men have been 
found in a warehouse along the downtown docks in 
Hall 9. The FBI learned about this from Vin Drucci, 
a raving mad gangster pretending to be a priest. 
Drucci is shaken but has blurted details to the Feds 
between bits of nonsense. Hoover tasks the PCs with 
discovering whatever killed these two men and, if 
possible, bringing it back alive.

The characters can attempt to get equipment 
from Hoover—firearms, ammunition, etc.—with 
a difficult Persuasion check (-2). Hoover will be 
concerned that the characters won’t bring back the 
equipment in good working condition.

If the characters wish to speak with Drucci, 
they’re taken to a small room where he’s handcuffed 
to a radiator, still wearing a ragged priest costume. 

Drucci drools occasionally and his left eye moves 
independently from his right. Before he went 
mad, Drucci would often don a priest’s collar and 
convince passersby to contribute to his fake church. 
He’s clearly gone mad now from the encounter 
with Kutothankenum, and his main concern is to 
convince the characters that the apocalypse is at 
hand. Until the PCs express sympathy (genuine or 
feigned) for his impending sense of Armageddon, 
Drucci will spout two nonsense statements for every 
third honest one. If they play “good cop,” he will be 
more forthcoming, but his hair-pulling mania should 
always include a little delusion, even when he’s 
trying to be helpful. Whether lying or accidentally 
telling the truth, Drucci avoids any details that might 
tip off the characters too soon as to what’s really 
going on.

• Nonsense Statements

“This all started when I decided to steal the crown 
jewels from the Tower of London.”
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